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Board Administration
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1717 North -e- Street
Suite 320
Post Office Box 17500
Pensacola. Aorida 32522-7500
Phone 850 434 4011

June 28, 2000

Mr. Michael Cascone, Jr.
President and CEO
Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Florida
P.O. Box 60729
Jacksonville, FL 322~6-0729
Dear Mike:
Thanks for your letter of June 14 and the request for historical
information re Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Florida. By coincidence
I have been keeping some memoirs, rather haphazardly, and this has
given me the incentive to complete my Blue Cross remembrances.
Accordingly, my observations go back to Dr. Justin Ford Kimmball
and others inasmuch as the Blue Cross interests and involvement of
my father and brothers Blue Cross began at the beginning. So that
explains why Ms. Janet Rogers will be receiving more material than
she may care for or be able to use.
I am sure glad to see you doing this.
I seem to recall that Edwina
Matthews was compiling some historical info and records some years
ago.

Best wishes,

Pat N. Groner
President Emeritus
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M. Cascone, Jr.

MEMOIRS
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Chronologically, my first Blue Cross association, in a sense, was Dr. Justin Ford Kimball's
employment by Baylor University to serve as Vice-President of the Baylor's Dallas campus
where its Medical School, Dental School, School of Nursing, etc. were based Dr. Kimball
was Superintendent of Schools at Dallas at the time. This was about 1925-6. Dr. Kimball
is credited with being the Founder of the Blue Cross movement as a result of instituting a
contract with the public school teachers for group hospital insurance. Our father, Dr. Frank
Shelby Groner, as General Secretary of the Baptist General Convention of Texas, was its
Chief Executive Officer in those years. In that position the colleges, universities and other
institutions of the BGC T came under his management jurisdiction. Justin, Jr. was a school
and college (Baylor University) classmate of my brother, Frank Shelby Groner Jr. who was
later to become the first (and only) hospital CEO to receive the Justin Ford Kimball award
of the Blue Cross Association up to this date.

My first remembrance of Blue Cross, or rather the Blue Cross concept, was about 1931-2 when my
older brother Edward (Dutch) started a program similar to that of Baylor Hospital while serving as
Superintendent of the Baptist Hospital in Alexandria, LA. My other brother Frank Jr. (Iggy) worked
for Dutch for a year (1931-2) between his sophomore and junior years in college and a major
responsibility of his was marketing the hospitalization program.
In 1933 Dutch became Assistant Superintendent of the Southern Baptist Hospital in New Orleans,
where our father was President (Chairman of the Board in today's vernacular) after having founded
that institution in the mid-1920s. In that year Dutch and Dr. Basil McLean, the CEO at Touro
lnfinnary, founded the New Orleans Hospital Service Association (henceforth to be termed Blue
Cross). The Blue Cross plan was in continuous financial difficulty in its early years and in 1936
Dutch left his position at the Southern Baptist to become its Manager (CEO). Iggy, who had
graduated from Baylor University in 1934 and was Business Manager (and Baseball coach) at the
College of Marshall, left that position to succeed brother Dutch. Nepotism was in flower during
those depression years.
Dutch remained CEO at Blue Cross until his death in 1962. During all of his years New Orleans
(and later~ Louisiana) Blue Cross never had a "losing yearn and had a market share approaching
I 00 percent, due in a great part to a number of innovations. These included ''Dreaded Disease''
coverage (Tuberculosis, cancer, diptheria, etc. . . a decade and more ahead of AFLAC), Group
Rating., group life insurance, etc.).
Dutch's assistant during those early years at New Orleans was H. A.(Picks) Schroder, a friend since
the mid-1920s when both were employed at the Whitney National Banlc. When his friends asked
Schroder (Picks) why he left such a promising and secure position with the bank to accept the #2
position with a neophyte organization, Picks' response was, "I just couldn't tum down the raise to

$150 a month." Iggy, representing the Southern Baptist Hospital, served on Dutch's board most of
those years until he left New Orleans in 1946 to become Administrator of the Baptist Memorial
Hospital in Memphis. In the late 1940's (1946, I believe) Picks became the CEO (Executive
Director) of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
Meanwhile, following four years of service in the Marine Corps during WWII and 1½ years of
airline flying afterwards, I had entered the field of hospital administration. In late 1950 I became
Administrator ofBaptist Hospital in Pensacola ( despite Picks' admonitions not to take such a risky
job). At the Blue Cross ofFlorida annual meeting in 1952 I was elected to its Board of Directors
where I continued to serve for 30 years, the longest period of any director until recent times.
lncidently, my good friend from Marine Corps days, W. A. "Buster" Hancock, was elected to the
Board at the same time. Among the many fine people with whom I enjoyed a wonderful friendship
for many years (some still to the present) were DeWitt Miller, FranlcKelly,Plant and Buck Osborne,
Dr. Jelks, Dr. Mease, Jack Herbert, JohnWymer, Mike Wood, Joe McAloon, M.T. Mustian, Bob
Besserer, Don Schroder, Sherwood Smith, Claude Weeks, and "Buster" and more. (Incidently, Don
Schroder' s first "job" in the hospital field was several years of part time and summer employment
at the Southern Baptist Hospital where Frank . "Iggy" Groner served. as Assistant and then
Administrator (CEO). Several people left New Orleans Blue Cross to move to Jacksonville with
Picks. These included Edwina Matthews and Betty Collins.
Prior to opening Baptist Hospital in Pensacola on October 16, 1951 we had a Community
Enrollment activity in Crestview and/or maybe DeFuniak Springs and possibly another one or two.
Tom Stallworth was Enrollment Director (or whatever the title was). Tom was a leading Baptist
layman and was a member of the Baptist Hospital corporation which met annually. Groups of five
or more employees were eligible for Blue Cross group contracts and this effort was very helpful to
the hospital.
I had not been on the board very long when Blue Cross faced a severe financial crisis. The financial
reports of 1953 and thereabouts will identify the time period.. I called my brother Dutch in New
Orleans who made it a point for the Schroders and Groners to get together and uncover, or discover,
the problem(s) and, I am sure, the financial reports will document the success of their mutual effort.
Several things that I had a part in are as follows:
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield were suffering similar financial crises some years later due
to a loss in enrollment. Tom Stallworth attributed it to marketing advantages of the commercial
companies. They were able to offer group life insurance whereas Blue Cross could not . . .apply
experience rating and offer policies cancellable for cause which was against the founding policies
and practices of the public service Blue Cross philosophy. Baptist Hospital's Administrative
Resident at the time was Richard Holladay who, for his Master's Thesis, conducted a survey and
report in which seventy of so Blue Coss plans participated. The results supported the concerns of
Tom Stallworth and, again, I believe the financial reports of the 1956-58 era will document the
improvement. After this Blue Cross of Florida offered Group Life in collaboration with a
commercial company and similar programs along with a modest entry into experience rating.
• Another later survey which I conducted among Blue Cross friends confirmed concerns of

Texas, was chairman of the nominating committee at the time of the merger of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield I had indicated earlier that my service had covered too many years but to reach 30 years and
be a part of the merged company, M.T.'s committee, for those two reasons, placed my name in
nomination for my final period of service.
In closing, I would like for the record to show that it was I who first presented the name of William
H. Flaherty to the Executive Committee and Board as a prospective Chief Executive Officer and
successor to Jack Herbert. I had served on a Special Committee of the American Hospital
Association with a Vice-President of DuPont, Joe Rule, who was also a Director of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield of Delaware. He spoke highly of Bill Flaherty as did Bill McNary, President of
Michigan Blue Cross and Stan Nelson, President of Henry Ford Hospital, from which point things
took their nonnal course.

Pat N. Groner
November 10, 1999
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An Oral History
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American Hospital Association's

Guide Issue has shown us as the lowest cost hospital in

that classification each year.
You asked me about the events and, also, people who had affected me. I should
mention that we did have a formal opening at the time of our 1,000 bed addition. As a
matter of fact we published a book at that time. It afforded me an opponunity to invite, as
participants in this program, people who had been influential in my own lifc and my own
professional career. In addition to the ones named elsewhere, the participants included
Robert Cunningham, Jr. who was editor of what was Modern

Hospital,

Another was Dr. Edwin L. Crosby, Director of the American Hospital Association.
Others included Walter J. McNerney, President of the Blue Cross Association;
Richard J. Stull, President of the American College of Hospital Administrators; John D.
Porterfield Director of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, and Milford 0.
Rouse, M.D., President of the American Medical Association.
One other person I must mention was ~y Brown. When I first met him he was at
the Baptist Hospital of North Carolina Most of our association was while he was director
of the program in hospital administration at the University of Chicago. I managed to be
there for many of his programs. Ray was here for vinually every significant event. He,
Tol Terrell, who I will mention later, and I, were almost inseparable for 30 years. I am
naming persons who are deceased. I fear I may overlook some if I discuss others.
I would list these men in the health care field along with the B uerkis the Hamiltons,
the MacLeans, the MacEachems as having a tremendous influence on my personal and
professional life.
I mentioned Dr. Lawrence T. Lowrey who was chairman of the board and chairman
of the Search Committee who talked with me about coming to Memphis.
Mr. A. E. Jennings who was the CEO at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, and
operating with the title of Chairman of the Executive Committee.
I wish to mention Mr. George Sheats, who was in reality subordinate to Mr.
Jennings. He was called administrator and was the chief operating officer of the hospital.
He and Mr. Jennings both retired prior to the time I arrived.

WEEKS:
We have talked some about New Orleans and Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis. As we get into the details of your affiliations with other organizations, we s ~
undoubtedly refer to New Orleans and Memphis to a funher degree. We have a busy life to
examine. Is this method agreeable to you?

9

brought the AHA to a peak during his administration and had as much grass root suppon
throughout the country as anyone could have had.
WEEKS:
You served on at least four AHA councils, I believe. (Councils no longer exist
since the restructuring of AHA, am I correct?) Will you please describe those councils and
what they contributed?
GRONER:

Dr. Weeks, you are correct in your assumptions of the councils. I believe at that
period of time, they served very well. I think it gave a chance to involve members of the
association. This was needed when George Bugbee took office in 1943. I think he did
coordinate the activities of the councils. I might add that by the time I became president, I
felt we had too many councils. I believe there were seven or eight We eliminated one and
merged the Blue Cross Commission with the Council on Prepayment I do think councils
served a purpose at that time.
WEEKS:
Will you discuss tJie restructuring of the AHA and your assessment of the end
product? Did the AHA council coordinating activities have an effect on the restructuring?
GRONER:

I am not the person to ask about the restructuring. The major restructuring during
my active career with the AHA was by George Bugbee and was done before I was that
much involved in AHA activities. Although, I was in the House of Delegates when the
restructuring was approved. I had given up my AHA work when the last restructuring
took place. By giving up my work- I mean being involved in the inner-workings of AHA.
I believe I discussed the activities of the Coordinating Council, which was made up
of the chainnen of all the councils. It did not have any effect on the restructuring, as far as
I know.

WEEKS:
You also served on two liaison committees, I believe. One was the Hospital
Industries of America, the other with Health lns~ce Council of America. Would you
care to talk about the work and results of these committees?
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WEEKS:
There are a few affiliations you may wish to comment one. Were you active in the
American Public Health Association?
GRONER:

Dr. Weeks, I was not. I participated in some of their programs. I have a
tremendous appreciation for the association and it's goals and ideals, but I did not
participate. I do not want to confuse that with the U.S. Public Health Service where I was
rather active in my participation.

WEEKS:
Another affiliation was the American Congress of Executives. Would you care to
comment on that?
GRONER:

It is really a misprint. What it should have said was "the American Congress on
Administration." This is the College's Congress on Administration. It was conceived by
Ray Brown and he was responsible. I just happened to be President of the College at the
time and served on the committee to establish the congress. However, it would be an
injustice to Ray Brown to suggest that anyone else should have any credit. In my opinion,
it is the outstanding administrative program in the nation. I think it has been since its
inception.

WEEKS:
You also mentioned the American Council on Prepaid Health Care. What is their
field of activity?
GRONER:

Again, Dr. Weeks, we have to put this in the context of the time. This was
organized by the AHA and the AMA and was composed of representatives of the American
Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, Blue Cross and Blue Shield. At
that time· AHA was working with Blue Cross; the AMA was working with the Blue Shield.
The goal of the AMA and the AHA was to coordinate these activities. As a result the Blue

24

Cross, Blue Shield groups did work: together, and in most instances, consolidated rather
quickly and made an organization to sell non-profit insurance for health services , not just
insure medical care or hospital care.

WEEKS:
Dr. Groner, what is the Baptist Memorial Health Care System?
GRONER:

The Baptist Memorial Hospital is owned by three State Baptist Conventions. The
Baptist Convention is very similar to what the Methodists call conferences, and the
Presbyterians call synods. These three state conventions of Arkansas, Mississippi, and
Tennessee arc owners of the Baptist Memorial Hospital. In 1978 they approved the
acquisition and merger with other hospitals. At that time we were operating in three
locations in Memphis, each a part of Baptist Memorial Hospital. In 1980 the first regional
hospital was acquired by what was then Baptist Memorial Hospitals(plural) the precursor
of the Baptist Memorial Health Care System. The owners approved the establishment of
the Baptist Memorial Health Care System which provides health care and related services in
this area. Baptist Memorial Hospital is the flagship of the System. About 55% of the
patients treated in Baptist Memorial Hospital are from outside the City of Memphis, and the
County of Shelby. Eastern Arkansas, Northern Mississippi, and Western Tennessee
provided a large percentage of our patients. However, an additional 8 % comes from
Missouri, Western Kentucky and Northwest Alabama. A little over 4 percent comes from
outside these immediate areas - and a few from foreign countries. Possibly the best way to
define the function of our health care system is to review what we are doing.
In addition to Baptist Memorial Hospital, there are five other general functions.
One, the Regional Health Care Development Corporation, the corporate services, and the
regional hospitals. There are now nine hospitals with a total of 700 beds outside of
Memphis and not a part of that Baptist Memorial Hospital. Most of these are owned by the
Baptist Memorial Health Care System, although three are on long-term leases which the
system bas the option of renewing for extended periods. In addition, we have an affiliation
with about 20 other hospitals. These affiliations range from management to shared
services. The second of these other areas is the Ambulatory Service Corporation. It
handles ambulatory service, our brace shop~ our clinical services, counseling, and a Health
Plex, incorporated as Health Plex, cardiac rehabilitation, health education, health
promotion, and spons medicine. Also, home health care, industrial medicine, rehabilitation
services, retirement center, satellite clinics, and supplemental staffing.
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The third of these additional functions is the Health Care Management Service
Corporation that includes the collection service, data processing, financial consulting, and
management contracts.
The fourth is a for-profit corporation. It has functions which would be in
competition with a for-profit corporation. For instance, we own a surgical supply store and have since 1926. We felt we should pay taxes on these entities.
The Foundation which is the last of the five handles the endowment funds of the
System.

WEEKS:
You have been active in Blue Cross: a founding father, a plan board member, a
board member of the Blue Cross Commission, a board member of the Blue Cross
Association and you served on the AHA Council on Blue Cross and prepaid programs - not to mention your being the winner of the Justin Ford Kimball Award for service in Blue
Cross.
I think this long, distinguished service deserves a long description by you of Blue
Cross and the events that shaped the development of the movement
GRONER:

I have been active in Blue Cross. My older brother, Edward, who passed away
over 25 years ago, was one of its pioneers. While he was the administrator of a hospital in
Alexandria, Louisian~ he established a hospitalization plan for a single hospital. In this
program he copied the original Baylor plan which was founded by Dr. Justin F. Kimball
which began by insuring just school teachers. Dr. Kimball was superintendent of Dallas
public schools. My brother was requested by the hospitals in New Orleans to set up a
hospitalization program in New Orleans. This was before Blue Cross. He set up the New
Orleans Hospital Service Association in 1934.
I might add that at an early date my brother and I visited Dallas to look at the
Baylor plan and to talk at some length with Dr. Kimball, who was a friend of our father's.
Blue Cross served a dual purpose in my opinion in that day. Our Nation was in the great
depression. Hospitals needed occupan'?y. People did not have funds. Group
Hospitalization Plans helped with hospital occupancy. Also, they were a tremendous help
to people who were unable to pay for hospital care. I should add that during this period in
the health industry of this country there was no insurance. The commercial insurance
companies built on the experience of Blue Cross.
26
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Later, when I moved to Memphis, each of the large hospitals in the community had
it's own plan. Fonunately, we administrators worked together well.. Thus, we were able
to establish a Blue Cross Plan in Memphis without difficulty. I think this is an appropriate
time to talk about the Blue Cross and how it was established.

In Memphis, four hospitals put up the funds. The amount of money advanced was
based on the number of beds each operated. The Plan Board was composed of trustees as
follows: four from hospital administrators; four from the medical profession; and four from
leaders in the community. The national Blue Cross principles, which were so important to
us at that time, included the following; one, a prepaid mechanism; two, 3: non-profit
organization; three, service benefits. With service benefits the plan paid for total service.
There were no dollar limitations. The fourth was a community rating, which meant that
people of all ages were covered. The total cost of hospital care was lumped together and
divided by the utilization. Later, physicians charges were covered through the Blue Shield
mechanism on the same basis. In other words, the young person in perfect health in his
twenties, with a minimum of hospital care, paid the same rate as the person 65 or over.
With the experience of working with the plan in New Orleans and having been
involved in organizing the plan in Memphis, it was natural that I be considered for the Blue
Cross Commission which at that time was the governing body of Blue Cross. I feel sure
that my brother being so deeply involved in Blue Cross at the national level was a
contributing factor. I was acquainted with most of the Blue Cross managers from its
beginning through my brother.
When Blue Cross needed to reorganize, four persons were chosen to serve, with
the Blue Cross Plans approving the hospital representatives and the AHA approving the
Blue Cross representatives. Tol Terrell, who had done so much for the Texas plan, and I
were the two A.H.A. representatives chosen. I was asked to chair that committee.
With the reorganization completed I think this was the beginning of the golden era
for the Plans. They had coordination of benefits between the Plans, national advertising
with a national organization, and outstanding leadership. Moving from the rather restricted
Blue Cross Commission to the Blue Cross Association, the Plans were able to attract
outstanding leadership such as Walter J. McNerney.
I believe this probably describes my role in Blue Cross. I will discuss the Justin
Ford Kimball A ward later.
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Additional questions have arisen recently on what pressures arc going to be applied on
doctors to reduce the number of tests, and arc we beginning to see the stan of rationing of
health care. Who gets it? And, who gets what? The hospitals, I think, arc the victims of
their own success. The crystal ball is very cloudy when one considers the cost of medical
advances in the foreseeable future.

WEEKS:
What changes are in store for multi-hospital groups?
GRONER:

This seems to me to be a natural development. I hope there will be more voluntary
cooperation with about three stages from tertiary care institutions down to the community
hospital, plus the clinics. Common ownership, or a least working agreements, will
enhance the viability of multi-hospital systems. The institution is put in a peculiar situation
at this stage. Where does it truncate itself and say "our obligation to patient care stops
here?"

WEEKS:
What changes are in store for Blue Cross vs. pressure for lower premiums?
GRONER:

Because of pressure for lower premiums, Blue Cross has had to compromise its
principles in order to exist. Years ago, as I mentioned, we attempted to get commercial
insurance carriers to write non-cancellable policies. They declined and became more
selective of their insured. The result being that Blue Cross got poorer risks. Therefore,
Blue Cross was forced into experience rating, rather than community rating.
Subsequently, many of the plans went to a dollar limit for services and/or a limited service
contract. Also, in order to obtain more profitable business and increase volume, Blue
Cross began to go in other areas, primarily life insurance. It did so in order to make money
and, also, to help sell its hospitalization policy. The result is that unless there is a change in
Blue Cross from this practice, it is going to become more and more like an insurance
company. I would hope there is a common ground on which we could write a modified
policy. I have a feeling that Blue Cross is going to lose its tax exemption. It probably
38
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should if it competes with tax-paying organizations. I do not know whether it is too late to
re-establish a different relationship, or an improved relationship, with hospitals or not. I
would like an effort made to renew the hospital-Blue Cross parmership.

WEEKS:
What changes are in store for the possible general territorial line breakdown
between Blue Cross plans?
GRONER:

I can see some evidences of territorial line breakdown. I think it is unfortunate but
it may be practical for some specific plans. I think pan of this is due to some of the Blue
Cross plans forming their own PPOs, letting hospitals compete for patients. In view of
this, when ·t hey allow a particular hospital or hospitals in one area to service certain
contracts, to the exclusion of another hospital or hospitals, the mischief begins. I think the
excluded hospital or hospitals will retaliate. This scenario seem to appear more often
through HMOs. It is very regrettable but I can see this happening and it is going to cross
territorial
lines. Also, I think, you may see governments step in because I think they are going to
regulate Blue Cross more strictly than in the past.

WEEKS:
What changes are in store for physicians working for salaries?
GRONER:

It appears to me a greater percentage of doctors will be on a salary basis. In my
limited contact with medical students, I see a distinct difference in the attitude of young
doctors, or doctors to be, in reference to working for salary. Also, hospitals, particularly
in small towns, offer a guaranteed income to physicians in private practice to move to their
community. It is in many instances the equivalent of a salary. Also, the hospital-based
physician services have increased greatly.
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accepts the 1964
Justin Ford Kimball Award for contributions to
prepayment, two "firsts" will be marked. He will be
the first hospital administrator and the first friend of
the Kimball family to receive the honor.
Blue Cross decided in 1958 that it would be fitting
to honor those persons who made significant contributions to the cause of prepayment of hospital care,
so it naturally enough turned for the name of the
award to the father of the Blue Cross idea. Justin Ford
Kimball was the man who in 1929 had started a small
"penny-a-day" prepayment plan to keep his Dallas
teachers out of the red when they were sick and at the
same time to keep his Baylor Hospital out of the red
when it took care of sick teachers. From those beginnings came Blue Cross.
Notified several weeks ago that the American Hospital Association's Board of Trustees had chosen him
as the Kimball recipient, Mr. Groner replied in sentences of stunned surprise and then he added:
"Justin Ford Kimball and my father were very good
friends. I was in grammar school with Justin Jr. and
when I was in the first and second grades, I played
around the Kimball's home. Also, Justin Jr. and I
were at Baylor University together. You can see that
this award will have special meaning to me not only
because of the interest of other members of my
family in Blue Cross, but also because of the deep

W
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HEN FRANK SHELBY GRONER

respect and admiration which I had for Dr. Kimball
as well as friendship for his eldest son."
That phrase "the interest of other members of my
family in Blue Cross" is a typical Groner understatement. He was referring to the efforts by his older
brother Edward, who in 1932 emulated in Alexandria,
La., the penny-a-day plan initiated by Dr. Kimball.
This member of the Groner hospital family was practically unknown as "Edward" but was exceedingly
well known as "Dutch.'' From those "beating the
bush" days to get enough money to keep the hospit.al
in Alexandria alive, "Dutch" Groner went on to a
whole life in active Blue Cross administration, running the New Orleans plan until his death in 1962,
a death that occurred a few hours before younger
brother Frank was to deliver a major paper at a
hospital meeting in New Orleans.
To Frank Shelby Groner Sr., service to humanity
was a lodestone that could not be ignored. Of his
three sons, "Dutch" wound up in Blue Cross after
hospital administration, Frank in hospital administration after a try at college administration, and Pat as
a hospital administrator after a longer diversion as a
pilot.
When Frank S. Groner (he shed the "Jr." on his
move from New Orleans to Memphis in 1946) receives the Justin Ford Kimball Award at the annual
banquet of the American Hospital Association ne.'"<t
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August 26 he will not be receiving it, of course, because he was a family friend of the Kimballs, nor
· because one brother was a pioneer in prepayment and
another is a hospital administrator. He will be receiving it because he typifies the hospital administrator
who recognizes the importance of a close working
relationship between the hospital and Blue Cross, who
recognizes the importance of the Blue Cross principles
to the survival of the voluntary hospital system, and
one who through his services as chairman of a committee on the reorganization of Blue Cross nationally
contributed mightily both to the preservation of Blue
Cross as a potent prepayment system in the United
States and thus, in his mind, the preservation of the
voluntary hospital system.
It was while he was a member of the Board of
Trustees of the AHA and just before he became its
president that Frank Groner was called upon to see
what could be done about curing some Blue Cross
aches and pains that had been developed over the
years by the nature of the organisms (a loosely
linked set of some 80 local Plans), by the enormously
rapid growth of Blue Cross, by the sharply increased
aggressiveness of commercial competition, and by
steeply rising hospital costs.
Mr. Groner is always disclaiming his ability to do
any big job, a disclaimer weakened by the succession
of big jobs entrusted to him. And a few weeks ago,

he started chatting about his assignment on Blue
Cross reorganization with: "Well, of course, when I
look back on it, I think I just went along for the ride
... why I was appointed I will never know."
Of course, those who appointed him did know, did
know that his quiet manner and his South-softened
speaking voice bely a great ability to get people to do
things, to come around to a reasonable point of view.
One impelling force in this assignment for him was,
as he recently recalled, his strong beliefs in the principles behind Blue Cross. "I believe that in a volun-·
tary hospital society such as we have today that the
Blue Cross principles must prevail. We like to refer
to Blue Cross as a social movement. It is even more
than this, for the manner in which we face up to the
relationships and Blue Cross will point the way to
the type and quality of hospital care that the people
of our country will receive. Further, our ability to
cope with the inherent problems posed by this relationship undoubtedly will determine our effectiveness in the future. One of the benefits of this reorganization was to bring our problems into the open.
That these two organizations (Blue Cross on one
hand and hospitals on the other), with identical goals
to provide the finest hospital care possible at the
lowest price possible, should have conflicts is a par~dox. This objective look at the problems rnade it
obvious that although each had grown large, there
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that hospitals and Blue Cross ought to be completely
separate, deal with each other at arm's length, and
bargain across a table, realized the need for closer
cooperation.
"I am sure that there is a real need for the . proper
understanding of each other's problems. We still
have a long way to go, but I believe we have the
mechanism to do the job."
After graduation from Baylor University in Waco,
Texas, and a couple of years in college administration he found the career, hospital administration, that
was to bring him happiness and achievement-and if
he had a trophy case, a whole shelf of presidencies
in one organization and the other, including both the
American Hospital Association and the American
College of Hospital Administrators.
In one way he has worked for all hospitals, but in
the accepted use of the word, he has worked for only
two in his long career. He went to the Southern
Baptist Hospital in New Orleans in 1936 as an assistant and in 1944 became administrator, leaving Southern Baptist in 1946 to take the position of administrator of Baptist Memorial Hospital in Memphis. A
real, in every sense of that word, reflection of his
deceptive drive is what happened to these two hos-
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total ev~uation of one million dollars. When -h;-l~f;
it was 440 beds with an evaluation of $5.25 million:
Baptist Memorial was 500 beds in 1946 and is now
1050 beds, with a total value of $38 million and
another 500 beds yet to come. This is the sort of
thing that if you mentioned to Frank Groner he
would quickly ascribe to his first preceptor, and then
to the people who worked for him and with him.
But through it all comes an almost palpable pride
in the things he has done and the people he has
known and the leadership roles they have asked him
to play.
Until recently, when he went into the Black Angus
business as an engrossing sideline, he had an abiding
and all-consuming interest in just one thing, hospital
affairs (except for his family and his church; he is
a devout Baptist). ·

No

INTERVIEW OF THIS SORT would be complete without asking the interviewee to consult a crystal ball.
Asked what he thought of the future of Blue Cross,
Mr. Groner replied:
"Basically, I am an optimist. I have great confidence in the ingenuity of people in the hospital field.
I feel there are few disciplines in our society where
there is better leadership than we find in hospitals
and Blue Cross. If this is so, and I think it is, the
best way to finance the best care for people is going
to survive-and that way is Blue Cross and our
voluntary hospital system."
He has his own homespun definition of the Blue
Cross concept, a phrase that has unleashed a lot of
prose over the years. He says, "The Blue Cross concept is a belief that everyone in our society has the
right to prepay high quality hospital care at the
lowest possible cost." That says a good deal.
"If everyone is to have this opportunity it can be
done only on a community-wide basis (regardless of
what is considered a community) and through community-wide rates. Although it obviously has been
necessary for Blue Cross to compromise this principle
in some instances for economic security, its efforts in
this direction have afforded coverage to many persons who could not have received it otherwise. Good
quality care obviously means service benefits. This,
of course, brings one to the question of the 'lowest
cost.' This connotes that as large a percentage of the
premium as possible should go toward providing hospital care. This is possible only in a nonprofit program. I hasten to say that I do not condemn the
capitalistic system nor the profit motive in most
areas of endeavor. They are honorable and the
strength of our country has been bull t on this system.
The point to which I am directing my attention, however, is the moral question of whether it is right for
one individual to receive a financial return on his
investment (a profit) when it results in another individual being deprived of hospital care."
What about overutilization?
"There is obviously a need for a definition of overutilization. It is my belief that abuses are relatively
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The son of a Baptist minister,
In 196f•. the hospital opene<l
Frank Groner said he knew he
a $25 million. 1,000-bed addiwas "almost destined for some
tion. Later, the hospital would
kind of service to fellow man."
continue to grow with a 400His chosen form of service
bed suburban facility and a 150is hospital administration, a
bed rehabilitation unit.
field in which his name is
Although it was spread
often lauded and his deeds
over three different sites,
often copied.
Baptist Memorial was liUnder Mr. Groners leadercensed as a single facilityship, Baptist Memorial Hospital
the nation's largest private
in Memphis, Tenn.. grew from
hospital.
a 500-bed institution in 1946 t6
One of Mr. Groner's fathe nation's largest private hosvorite sayings dealt with
pital with 2.055 beds in operachange, recalls his brother,
tion at its peak in 1980.
Pat Groner. "Be not the
During the 1950s and 1960s,
first to take on the new or
Mr. Groner helped to transform •
the last to cast away the
Baptist Memorial Health Care
old." But sometimes his
System into a fine-tWled, mulbrother neglected to take I
his own advice. "He was the
timillion-dollar business. "It
first to take on the new on a
operated just like General
Motors," Mr. Groner said.
number of occasions," said
born 1911
Pat, president emeritus of
Donald Arnwine, chairman -We realued with Medi.care coming along, it was just a matter
Baptist Regional Health
and president of Voluntary of time before they started ratcheting the payments down."
-F"f'llllk Grorvr- °" Boptia/'11 early ef/oru ;,. ltospital dit'"'7njicatiml
Services, Pensacola, Fla.
Hospitals of America, Irving,
In fact, taking on the new
Texas, recalled the time as a
seemed to be a personal chalperiod of innovation. "Frank
1e nge for Frank Groner.
was doing things back then that
Building on the foundation of
people today consider hot stratBaptist's first for-profit coregy." Under Mr. Groners diporation. Mr. Groner began
rection, Baptist became one of
the original shareholders in the alli- tegies. Also new to the hospital industry expanding Baptist's interests. At one
ance of not-for-profit hospitals.
was the not-for-profit hospital's for-profit time, Baptist's for-profit American Industrial Development Corp. owned
Mr. Groner exhibited the leadership company, Surgical Supply Store.
with his board to be a pioneer in sevThe bad news was that Mr. Jen- shipyards in Houston; shopping ceneral avenues of hospital diversifica- nings' health had been failing before ters in Fort Worth, Texas, and Birtion, which would become vital to hos- his retirement on his 80th birthday. mingham. Ala.; a cattle farm in Mispitals nationwide.
As a result, the 500-bed hospital had sissippi; and a condominium
A graduate of Baylor University, deteriorated physically and its stand- development in Hot Springs, Ark.
While the businesses later were sold,
Waco, Texas, Mr. Groner accepted a ing in the community had slipped.
position i_n 1936 as assistant adminisAccepting the job in 1946, Mr. Groner the profits fed Baptist's healthy endowtrator at .Southern Baptist Hospital, a immediately reorganized the board of ment fund and helped to fortify the hospiNew Orleans facility founded by his trustees and the medical staff. He re- tal's stable financial health.
Mr. Groner has served as president
father, F.S. Groner.
cruited active. interested trustees from
After 10 years in New Orleans-the the governing organizations of Baptist of the American Hospital Assn., the
last two as the hospital's administrator- churches in Arkansas, Mississippi and American College of Hospital Administrators and the Tennessee Hospital
Mr. Groner wa.~ recruited by Baptist in Tennessee, which own the hospital.
Meanwhile, he was planning for ex- Assn. He has received the AHA's Di..c;Memphis. There, he encountered a good
pansion. In 1953, Baptist broke ground tinguished Service Award, the Amerinews-bad news situation.
The goo<l news wa..-; that Baptist's pre- for a 450-bed addition, nearly doubling can College of Hospital Executives' Gold
vious admini..-;trator, A.E. Jennings, had its size. With that addition, 88% of the Medal Award and the Justin F. Kimball
been an innovator. The hospital built a hospital's rooms were private-an anom- Award for contributions in developing
physicians' office building and a hotel for aly at the time. That same year, the hos- voluntary prepaid healthcare plans.
Mr. Groner still watches out for Bappatients' families in 1928, decades before pital became the first in the nation to put
tist's interest.c; as president emeritu.c;. •
other hospitals would adopt similar stra- television set.s in patient rooms.
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Frank Shelby Groner
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C. RUFUS ROREM
Comments on an Oral History with Lewis Weeks
September 19, 1978

More than anyone, I believe, Rufus Rorem was considered the leader of the Blue Cross movement
during its formative years and until the mid-fifties. He was a close friend of my older brother,
Edward ("Dutch") Groner. He visited the Groners in New Orleans on numerous occasions. He
and I became "generationain friends as a result of that friendship.
My other brother, Frank S. ("Iggy") Groner, Jr. was also a good friend of Rorem's and fellow
recipient of the Justin Ford Kinball Award. Both were inducted as Charter Members into the Health
Care Hall ofFrune, the site of which is the Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia. They were two
of the three living members of the Charter group.
( Please revies pages 15, 16, 17, 21 & 30 of the attached oral history, re Justin Ford Kimball,
honored as the founder the Blue Cross movement:
* Dr. Kimball " ... had become (about 1925) Vice-President for Medical Affairs of Baylor
University." Baylor's medical campus was at Dallas. It included the School of Medicine, Baylor
Hospitals, dental and nursing schools and para medical programs. Our father, Dr. Frank Shelby
Groner, was General Secretary (Chief Executive Officer) of the Baptist General Convention of
Texas at the time Dr. Kimball assumed this position. Texas Baptist colleges, universities and
hospitals crune under his executive authority at that time. Dr. Kimball's son, Jusitin, Jr. and Frank
Shelby Groner, Jr. were school mates in Dallas and Baylor University classmates.
* ~, The earliest plan to provide service benefits in several institutions appeared in the city
of New Orleans where the Baptist Memorial Hospital (Southern Baptist Hospital)joined with the
Jewish hospital, Touro Infirmary in establishing a citywide program ... _,, "Dutch,, Groner and
Basil McLean, M. D., CEOatTouro, were the founders(l933)ofthe New Orleans Hospital Service
Association, the forerunner of Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Louisiana. Our father, Dr. F. S. Groner,
was founder of the Southern Baptist Hospital and President of its Board of Trustees from that point
until his death in 1943.

The three Groner sons and their father served in Blue Cross (and Blue Shield) roles from its
beginnings through 1981. In 1931 "Dutch" initiated a plan in Alexandria, LA modeled after that
of Baylor and was a founder and trustee of the New Orleans/Louisiana plan , becoming its CEO
in 1936 and remaining so until his death in 1962. Frank Jr. was a trustee of the New Orleans plan
in the early l 940's and Memphisffennessee Blue Cross-Blue Shield from the early part of his service
as CEO of the Baptist Memorial Hospital (1946) in Memphis until his retirement in 1981. He
chaired the special committee of the American Hospital Association which created the Blue Cross
Association, marking the nationalization of the Blue Cross movement. (Iggy was one of three to
serve as President/Chairman of both the American Hospital Association and the American College

Healthcare Executives and the only person to receive the highest awards of the AHA, the ACHA and
the Blue Cross Association). Until recent times, Pat had the longest service as a Director of Blue
Cross- Blue Shield of Florida, serving for 30 years (1952 -1981) in that capacity.

Pat N. Groner
November 24, 1999
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GRONER, FRANK SHELBY (1877-1943). Frank Shelby
Groner, Baptist administrator and author, was born on
January 3, 1877, in Collin County, the son of William
Christopher and Cleopatra Clementine (Dunnegan) Groner.
As a small boy he decided to be a lawyer. He studied at
North Texas Baptist College in Jacksboro and received an
M.S. in 1896 before going to the University of Texas law
school. He passed the bar exam in 1900 and was county
attorney for Jack County from 1900 to 1904. In 1903 he
and Laura Virginia Wyatt were married; they had seven
children. Groner practiced law until 1905, then entered the
ministry as pastor of the First Baptist Church of Stamford
and was ordained. He became pastor of the Columbus
Avenue Baptist Church in Waco in 1911 and served until
1918.
In 1916 he became the first chairman of the Southern
Baptist Hospital Commission. Under his leadership the
commission raised funds to build Hillcrest Baptist Hospital
in Waco and the Southern Baptist Hospital in New Orleans,
Louisiana. In 1918 Groner became executive secretary of
the Baptist General Convention of Texas, which was
experiencing a severe postwar financial depression.
Between 1918 and 1928 he led the convention out of debt
and introduced money-saving programs at the executive
level through the Finance Committee of the Executive
Board and the Budget Control Committee, which he
founded. He also founded the Baptist Student Division and
the Department of Evangelism.

While deeply involved with the BGCT, Groner accepted
the directorship of the Southern Baptist Convention's
nationwide fund-raising effort, the $75 Million Campaign,
in Texas. He organized the Cash Roundup of 1920 to aid in
the campaign. The goal for Texas was $15 million, and
Groner achieved a final subscription of $12 million despite
the opposition of J. Frank Norris,qv who objected to the
cooperation of Southern Baptists in raising money for
missions. Groner also wrote religious tracts, including The
Witness of Great Minds to Christian Verities, Christian
Education, and Our Sainted Loved Ones.
http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/view/GG/fgr95.htm1
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From 1928 to 1942 he was president of the College of
Marshall (later East Texas Baptist University). His gift for
fiscal development enabled him to direct the buying of
additional land and buildings for the growing college in
1934. Under his aegis, the College of Marshall tripled its
appraised value and became financially sound. Because of
his outstanding work at Marshall and with the Baptist
General Convention, he was awarded honorary doctorates
by Howard Payne College (now Howard Payne University)
and Baylor University. Groner retired from the College of
Marshall in 1942. He was a Democrat and a Mason. He
died on November 8, 1943, in Marshall.
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